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New video course "Secrets of practical SEO"
(2017). Authors: Eugene Popov and Ruslan
Savchenko.
Select the page Published Ruslan Savchenko | Sep 15 2016 | SEO website promotion Video of the Best
article | 28 | Video course Secrets of practical SEO Would like to bring to your attention new video
called Secrets of practical SEO version of 2017. This set of training materials presented in a unique
format which has no analogues today. The main inspirer and producer of the video the Secrets of
practical SEO became known infobiznesmen and author of numerous training courses Evgeny Popov. I
have several years of work in the team of Eugene and promote their websites in search engines.
Evgeny Popov description of projects and greeting A couple of years ago Eugene had a desire to
promote a new website. But the task was not only to bring young and gift project in the ﬁrst place
Yandex and Google and record this whole process in a practical learning format live case or so-called
reality show. So anyone could see all the steps which have led to successful ﬁnal result and it only
remained for him to repeat them on your website. Work on the video tutorials were conducted over
the years and we are happy to present the result of our work to your attention. All holders of the
Platinum version of the course will be able to count on my support and will get unique additional
bonuses. For my part, I will try to keep the lessons of the video reﬂects the high level and quality
which are the pride of all learning materials released under the brand name of Evgeny Popov. That is
why the lessons of the course will be periodically updated and supplemented. Customers will receive
free access to new and relevant content on the topic of promotion of sites in the modern world. Who
created the video course Secrets of practical SEO I'll give a link to the oﬃcial website which shows a
new video course Secrets of practical SEO. Share Rate Welcome my name is Ruslan Savchenko. I am
a specialist in SEO and contextual advertising. On the pages of this blog I can share personal
experience and tell you some of the secrets of modern SEO. The material is presented in the form of
articles and educational tutorials. Here you will ﬁnd only relevant and tested on real sites promotion
methods. More information about me on the page About the author. May 4, 2016 Dec 23, 2013 2 Sep
2016 April 3, 2016 SEO blog - practical secrets of website promotion | Rules reprints ©
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